Abstract: We investigated how the assumed hand position of the right arm during movement imagination correlates with brain sources. Sources were calculated from the electroencephalogram (EEG) applying a brain imaging technique. We used frequencies below 1 Hz. In 4 out of 9 subjects, substantial correlations on the supplementary motor cortex were observed. This supports that decoding movement imaginations could be possible and it is neurophysiologically plausible.
Introduction
An important issue of tetraplegic persons is the restoration of the upper limb functionality. The nerves in the spinal cord are damaged and have to be bridged. For that purpose a functional electrical stimulation (FES) neuroprosthesis can be combined with a brain-computer interface (BCI) [1] . In general, a BCI measures brain signals and transforms them into control commands for devices. Here, the movement imagination (MI) is detected with a BCI and transformed into a real arm movement using the FES neuroprosthesis. Sensorimotor rhythms (SMR) based BCIs can detect power modulations in the mu-band accompanying MIs. However, SMR-based BCIs detect only the process of MI of a body part, but not the actual MI itself. As a consequence, different body parts usually have to be assigned to different neuroprosthesis movements. That means that e.g. a foot movement is assigned to an extension of the arm. A more natural control schema would be to decode the actual MI (e.g. the imagined position of the arm). Recent findings have shown that also low frequency time-domain signals (< 5 Hz) carry movement information when executing movements (e.g. [2] ). In [3] low frequency electroencephalogram (EEG) components were used decode the velocity of executed arm movements. However, it is still an open question if this movement decoding can also be applied to imagined movements, and if so, which brain regions are involved. In this work we investigated if decoding of rhythmic movement imaginations is possible and which are the underlying brain regions.
Methods
Paradigm: We recruited 9 healthy right-handed subjects and measured the EEG during imagined arm movements. Subjects were seated comfortably in a chair, and in front of them was a computer screen displaying the cues. We asked subjects to imagine natural, round (not jaggy), repeated, rhythmic movements from left to right and back (transverse plane), and from bottom to top and back (sagittal plane). MIs were synchronised with a metronome with a frequency of 1 Hz. As a beat of the metronome corresponded to an endposition of the arm, the frequency of the imagined movements was 0.5 Hz. A trial started with a short beep tone together with a cue. The cue was either an arrow pointing right or up and was shown for 0.5 s. Subsequently, a cross was shown for the rest of the trial and subjects were asked to fixate their gaze on this cross to suppress eye movements. The metronome started beating 1.5-2.5 s after the trial start and stopped 20s later, this was also the end of the trial. We recorded 8 MI runs, each comprising 5 trials per movement plane. In this work we did not differentiate between the two different movement planes, leading to a combined set of 80 MI trials. To remove eye movements from the EEG with a linear regression method, we also recorded 2 runs with deliberate eye movements. Recording: We recorded the EEG with 68 electrodes covering frontal, central and parietal areas. Reference was placed on the left ear, ground on the right ear. Furthermore, we recorded the electrooculogram (EOG) using 3 electrodes. Signals were acquired with g.USB amplifiers (g.tec, Graz, Austria) with a sampling frequency of 256 Hz and an 8th order Chebyshev bandpass filter with cut off frequencies at 0.01 Hz and 100 Hz and a notch filter at 50 Hz. The positions of the EEG electrodes were measured with a CMS 20EP system (Zebris Medical GmbH, Isny, Germany). Preprocessing: To remove artefacts, we applied an independent component analysis and removed components suspected to be eye-, muscle-or technical artefacts. We also removed remaining influences of eye movements from the EEG with a linear regression method. For computational convenience, we applied an anti-aliasing filter and downsampled data to 16 Hz. Afterwards, we bandpass filtered the data with a zero-phase 4th order Butterworh filter with cut off frequencies at 0.3 Hz and 0.8 Hz, thus including the arm movement frequency of 0.5 Hz. To remove any remaining artefacts, we removed samples exceeding a threshold of 4.4 times the median absolute deviation. This corresponds approximately to 3 times the standard deviation when the data is normally distributed. We also removed samples 1 s before and after a detected artefact. Analyis: We calculated the brain sources with the software Brainstorm. Here, we used the default anatomy data based on the Colin27 brain delivered with Brainstorm and cal- culated the boundary element head model. Subsequently, 15028 sources were calculated from the preprocessed EEG with the sLORETA method. The noise covariance matrix was set to the identity matrix. We build a feature vector for each source consisting of the current source value and 3 time delayed values with a time interval of 62.5 ms between them. Furthermore, we assumed that subjects imagined movement positions corresponding to a sine oscillation with a frequency of 0.5 Hz. Finally, we calculated for each source the canonical correlation between the feature vector and the sine oscillation. Here, to avoid any possible existing movement onset effects, we removed the first 2 s of MI data, leading to remaining 18 s of MI data per trial. As the canonical correlation builds a linear model of the independent variables (feature vector), the method described here is in fact the same as the position decoding described in [4] .
Results
Tab. 1 shows the maximum absolute canonical correlations of all brain sources for each subject. Fig. 1 visualizes the absolute values of the canonical correlations of all brain sources. White corresponds to a canonical correlation of 0.5 for subject s1, 0.4 for s4 and s9, 0.3 for s8 and 0.2 for all others. Canonical correlations on the supplementary motor area (SMA) with the position of the rhythmic movement imagination are observable for subjects s1, s4, s5, s8. Subject s9 shows canonical correlations on the medial part of the motor cortex. Higher canonical correlations on the hand area of the primary motor cortex (M1) than on the SMA are observable for subjects s2, s6 and s7.
Discussion
We found correlations of brain sources with imagined rhythmic movements. Those correlations were observable on the SMA for 4 out of 9 subjects. However, we used a standard brain anatomy which can have caused inaccuracies and the central correlation pattern of s9 is similar to the ones of s1, s4, s5 and s8. Therefore, it is possible that this pattern has to be attributed to the SMA. The SMA is involved in motor control. Thus, these correlations are plausible from a neurophysiological point of view. Higher canonical correlations on the hand area of M1 than on the SMA were observed for 3 subjects only. Furthermore, they were always lower than 0.21. These findings suggest that in the time-domain primarily the SMA, and not M1, provides decodable information about rhythmic movement imaginations. Due to the lack of a control condition (metronome beat without MI), we do not know if these correlations exist also when just listening to a metronome. Indeed, [5] reports in an functional magnetic resonance imaging study an increased activity of the SMA during the perception of a beat. However, that is not conclusive for time-domain correlations. We have shown that rhythmic MI, synchronised to a beat, can be decoded from neurophysiological plausible brain sources. In the future, methods have to be improved to allow the decoding of non-rhythmic MI with sufficient accuracy to control neuroprotheses.
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